TRIP OF THE MONTH Draw

Draw made first Tuesday of every month from January to December 2016
Tickets must be purchased by Friday, December 18, 2015

Each Month...
1st Prize - Trip of the Month • 2nd Prize - $125.00 Cash

Early Bird Cash Draw
Draw to be held Tuesday, November 10, 2015 at Georgian Bay Hotel & Conference Centre, Collingwood during the Cabarete Beach Party.
To be eligible for the Early Bird Draw tickets must be purchased by Friday, November 6, 2015.
1st Prize: $500.00 • 2nd Prize: $250.00 • 3rd Prize: $125.00

For full details of all Monthly Trip Prizes and Draw Regulations visit
www.rotarycollingwood.org

28 WINNERS!
OVER $39,000 IN PRIZES!
ONLY 1000 TICKETS TO BE SOLD

TICKETS $125

NEW THIS YEAR!
Trip of the Month Draw Ticket includes admission for Ticket Holder & Guest to the Cabarete Beach Party!

Cabarete Beach Party
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2015  •  6:30 to 9:00 pm
at Georgian Bay Hotel and Conference Centre (FORMERLY GEORGIAN MANOR RESORT)

Featuring Entertainment by Juno Award-Winning EDDIE BULLEN TRIO
• Cash Bar •
• Hors d'oeuvres •

DOOR PRIZE: 7 Night Luxury All-Inclusive Trip for Two to The Cabarete Beach Club, Dominican Republic
MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN - DETAILS AND STIPULATIONS AT WWW.ROTARYCOLLINGWOOD.ORG
Rotary Club of Collingwood
2016 Trip of the Month Options

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Lottery License Number M675113

1. First prize winners may choose one of four options:
   - Trip 1
   - Trip 2
   - $2,000 travel voucher
   - $1,500 cash.

2. The $2,000 travel voucher must be applied against one trip booking. There is no residual cash value to the voucher if the trip booked costs less than $2,000.00. The voucher must be redeemed through Marlin Travel, Collingwood, 705-444-1161.

3. Travel voucher and cash prize must be redeemed within 12 months of prize winning draw date.

4. Prizes are transferable only prior to booking with Marlin Travel, Collingwood, 705-444-1161.

5. No cash value on trip taken and no refund if booked and not used.

6. Trips must commence within 90 days of draw date.

7. Trips offered were available at time of printing of tickets and space is subject to availability at time of winning.

8. Blackout dates may apply: Dec 17, 2015 to Jan 3, 2016; Feb 14 to 21, 2016; March 11 to 20, 2016; March 25 to 29, 2016. Allowance will be made if blackout period falls within the 90 days period.

9. All bookings are tentative and are subject to change and availability - book as early as possible.

10. Marlin Travel has the right to offer available dates subject to terms and conditions, along with an alternative property or destination if original hotel or destination not available.

11. The future travel voucher and cash are an option at all times.

12. Winner is responsible for any amounts from countries with a local departure tax collected on their return.

13. Marlin Travel will offer and be purchased by winner, if needed: air for cruise options & transfers, advance seat selection on flights, local tours & excursions, cancellation & medical insurance packages along with stop over hotel parking packages.

14. Trips outside of Ontario will require winner to hold a valid Canadian passport with the expiry date 6 months past the date of travel.

15. The trips are based on double occupancy and flights out of Toronto.

16. In case of dispute, all decisions by The Rotary Club of Collingwood, Ontario, Canada are final.

17. Ticket purchasers give permission for the Rotary Club of Collingwood to publish their name if drawn as a winner.
Rotary Club of Collingwood
2016 Trip of the Month Options

JANUARY

Roatan, Honduras

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Roatan is the largest and most developed of the Bay Islands. Long and thin (50km long but only 2 km to 4km wide), the island is a diving and snorkeling mecca – virtually its entire coastline is fringed by an astonishingly diverse coral reef teeming with tropical fish.

But there's much more to Roatan than its reef - exquisite white sand beaches like West Bay, a mountainous interior of pine-forested hills and the remote wild east of the island (once a key pirate hangout) beg to be explored.

Unsurprisingly this natural beauty hasn't been ignored by property developers and tour operators, and a slew of fancy resort hotels, a new shopping mall and cruise ship terminal have opened in recent years.

Brenda’s take – if you like Sun, Sand, Water & Lots of time to Relax – you will definitely - Enjoy your stay here!

OR

Cayo Largo, Cuba

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Cayo Largo is located a hundred miles south of Havana and known for its 17 miles of stunning white sand beaches, mangrove forests and scuba diving to the black coral reef. It’s also the largest of the 300 keys and inlets in Los Canarreos.

Take in some great attractions such as Sea Turtle Hatchery, Cayo Rico and El Torreon Nursery, great attractions for the whole family while enjoying average temperatures between January and August of 25 C.

This destination has the real Cuban feeling and you may even find some local town where very little English is spoken.

Brenda’s take on this Cuban destination – Relaxing!!!!
La Romana, Dominican Republic

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

La Romana is a flourishing resort district in the southeast area of the Dominican Republic which offers visitors the perfect opportunity to experience a relaxing beach vacation. It is a less populated area and is set amidst a world of pristine beaches, lush tropical jungle and turquoise sea.

Eco tourists will revel in the offshore wildlife preserves of Catalina and Saona, virgin islets embraced by stunning natural wonders. Discover the exotic flora and fauna and bask on pristine storybook beaches. Snorkeling along these living reefs is sure to be an experience of a lifetime.

A trip to Santo Domingo, the capital of the Dominican Republic, is also worth your while. Rich in historic culture and heritage, the city offers a medley of interesting attractions and sites. Explore the Zona Colonial (Colonial Zone), visit the Cathedral of Santo Domingo and the Columbus Lighthouse (Faro a Colon), or discover magnificent treasures in one of the city’s many museums. End your day with a relaxing stroll along the Malecon, a waterfront boardwalk home to shops, restaurants, clubs and cafes.

Brenda’s take on this destination—like the DR? Why not try this area?

OR

Santa Lucia, Cuba

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Santa Lucia, also known as Playa Santa Lucia, is located on Cuba's north coast in the center of the country.

It is in the waters of Santa Lucia and Cayo Sabinal that the North American writer Ernest Hemingway wrote the major part of his novel The Old Man and the Sea for which he obtained the Nobel Prize. It could just as well have been his autobiography. Hemingway also participated in the hunt for German sub-marines and ships that were prowling in the area. With his own yacht he helped sink two enemy boats.

It is in the streets of unique layout, the seigniorial large houses, plazas and churches, that was born Nicolas Guillen, the National Poet of Cuba. Of vital importance in the history of Spanish-American poetry, his longtime friend Garcia Lorca classified Guillen as the most important poet of the XXth century on the American continent.

Brenda’s take on this destination—lots of history here!
Cozumel, Mexico

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Cozumel is Mexico's largest island nestled just 12 miles off the coast of the Yucatan Peninsula. Cozumel measures 28 miles long and 10 miles wide, and is world renowned for its dazzling white sandy beaches and the remarkable clarity of the multi-hued azure Caribbean ocean in which it rests. The climate is subtropical and the people native to Cozumel is of Mayan descent.

Cozumel itself was a sleepy little fishing community until 1961, when a Frenchman by the name of Jacques Cousteau declared it one of the most beautiful scuba diving areas of the world. Since that time Cozumel has become an underwater marine park to protect the delicate balance of its dazzling coral reefs and abundant variety of tropical fish. The underwater wildlife is absolutely amazing here and due to the clarity of the water (100 - 200 ft. visibility, depending on the season) you do not have to be a diver to enjoy it.

Brenda’s take on this destination – if you love snorkeling, you will love Cozumel!

Or

Havana, Cuba

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star resort, breakfast daily with airport transfers

Come experience the Old City and all the history. La Habana Vieja, the old city, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1982, Old Havana is truly the tourist center of the city. Visitors here are plentiful, which is not surprising considering the impressive number of colonial buildings that are crammed into this part of the capital. Some of them are veritable jewels of the colonial baroque style.

This week will give you lots of time to take in the local entertainment, sightseeing and sample all the great Cuban cuisine. Why not try a new restaurant every night?

Brenda’s take on this destination – Cuba’s going to change a lot – experience it now!
LOS CABOS, MEXICO

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Los Cabos is a vibrant and fast-growing vacation destination located at the end of the world's longest and most majestic peninsula, Baja California. Its history and diversity is as rich as that of all Mexico. A natural stone arch, El Arco, formed where the Sea of Cortez meets the Pacific Ocean, stands as a monument to the breathtaking contrasts of Los Cabos (The Capes). This is a "must visit" spot on your Los Cabos vacation. This resort is one of Mexico's largest in terms of layout.

San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas anchor the area's resort strip. The two towns are connected by a 20-mile Corridor, home to a range of elegant hotels, a heavenly stretch of lovely beaches, and a collection of championship golf courses.

Brenda’s take on this destination – Why not take in some Whale Watching!

Or

LIBERIA, COSTA RICA

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

The town itself is steeped in history. For a while, it traded hands between Nicaragua and Costa Rica, and has all of the amenities that generally accompany a larger city. Most people, however, don't spend much time in the city and prefer to move on to the Pacific coast beaches or inland rainforests that are set nearby.

Head west and you'll hit the Pacific Ocean and a smattering of chilled-out beaches. There is Playa Hermosa, a quiet community that borders a calm section of ocean that’s great for swimming, or Ocotal, which is known for its outstanding sport fishing and superb scuba diving. Tamarindo is held in high esteem by many and for good reason - it has solid surfing, nice international restaurants, and a fun nightlife.

To the east of Liberia are mountains and rainforests, including the Rincón de la Vieja National Park. This park, some two hours from Liberia, has abundant forests and is threaded with hiking trails. Visitors to the park can ride horses, take mud baths, or swim beneath waterfalls—a great alternative to time spent along the sunny Guanacaste beaches.

Brenda’s take on this destination – You have to Zipline!
Riviera Nayarit, Mexico

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Riviera Nayarit - The words evoke a sense of an exotic gateway. Located just minutes north of Puerto Vallarta’s International Airport, Riviera Nayarit has 200 miles of pristine pacific coastline dotted with dozens of seaside coastal towns. Nestled between the tranquil Pacific Ocean and the Sierra de Vallejo mountains, Nuevo Vallarta, one of the most visited and exclusive beach destinations of Mexico, brings together luxury and the abundance of nature to offer each visitor an enchanting escape with excellent hospitality, comfort and entertainment.

This entryway into the Riviera Nayarit also has the second highest number of hotels in the country, with a first class infrastructure easily seen in the impeccable and vast golf courses, luxurious condominiums, exclusive restaurants and two of the country’s most important marinas.

Brenda’s take on this destination – So much to experience!

Or

Varadero, Cuba

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Varadero is known to be very safe places for travelers. It is strictly a tourist enclave, with limited access for locals, and routinely policed, whereas elsewhere in Cuba is much different. Beach Vendors are abundant on the beaches bracketing the resorts. Their "carts" are built up from a bicycle with many shelves and hooks to display their wares while easily rolling along the beach. Haggling is not as common in Cuba, but it can be done.

Enjoy the sights aboard the local open top double decker bus that runs the hotel strip to downtown daily, hop on hop off and shop for rum, cigars, coffee and jewelry. Rum is best purchased at the Casa de Ron - this shop has the best selection. Across the street from the Casa de Ron is the cigar shop.

The Mojito is Cuba's signature drink - Made with freshly crushed mint, lime juice and white rum it is a unique delicious flavor. Second to the Mojito is the Cuba Libre, a combination of rum, cola and lime juice.

Brenda’s take on this destination – If you like to walk nice beaches, here you go!!
CANCUN, MEXICO

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, all-inclusive 4 star resort with airport transfers.

The “Zona Hotelera” or Tourist Zone, a narrow island 14 miles long, is the area of Cancun where it all comes together for most visitors. Hotels and beachfront condominiums line the beaches and serve as the nearly uninterrupted backdrop along this stretch of incredible Caribbean coastline. Kukulacán Blvd is the main thoroughfare that dissects the island and is a name that you will become familiar with in your travels around Cancun.

In Cancun one is never very far from the water so naturally much of your time is going to be spent in, on, or very close to the water. There is an area near the center of all this which is known as the “Party Zone” which is home to many of the areas nightclubs and discos. The very same area is also home to some of Cancun’s better restaurants and one of the nicest shopping malls. Restaurants and nightclubs in the tourist zone, of which there are many, come in endless varieties with something that is just right for everyone. From trendy “Brand Name” night clubs to simple taco stands, do a little hands on research and you’re sure to find a favorite that will beckon you to return.

Brenda’s take on this destination – if you enjoy a little more to do outside the resort – Cancun has it to offer!

Or

Las Vegas, Nevada

Inclusions: Air, 4 nights, Hotel on The Strip with $500 spending money!

Never been to Vegas, or maybe it’s time to return? The important thing is that you’re ready for the time of your life, and there's no better place for entertainment, sightseeing, dining & cruising than the Strip. There's so much to do in Vegas besides gaming, but if this is your first time in town you almost have to play a little. Many hotels offer free lessons for novices. The Golden Nugget is a great choice and while your downtown check out Freemont Street!

Hungry yet? Las Vegas used to be famous for buffets. Nowadays, you can also enjoy the culinary creations of any number of celebrity chefs; but as a first-timer, a buffet is in order. The Buffet at the Bellagio will satisfy your palate with international selections while Cravings Buffet at the Mirage offers 11 live cooking stations. Just to name a few!

Brenda’s take on this destination – great option for Bachelor/Bachelorette parties!!!
Rotary Club of Collingwood
2016 Trip of the Month Options

**JULY**

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star resort with car rental**

**Orlando, Florida**

A destination for families, couples, or singles, you’ll find so many things to do in Orlando. Orlando offers unique experiences for every visitor to ensure an unforgettable experience.

A vacation to Orlando, offers theme parks from Walt Disney World Resort, Universal Orlando to SeaWorld and Lego land Florida, not to mention the many shopping Outlets and for the golfers – great courses, along with great weather to enjoy.

Brenda’s take on this destination – If you like to be busy – here you go!!!

Or

**Puerto Vallarta, Mexico**

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers**

Puerto Vallarta is a Mexican balneario resort city situated on the Pacific Ocean. It is an ideal place to enjoy an unforgettable beach vacation due to its subtropical climate. The temperature here rarely falls below 24°C/74°F during the day due to its location and geographical characteristics, and it has a different climate each season. During the first few months of the year, the temperature drops to 25°C/77°F in the daytime and 20°C/68°F in the evening, perfect for an outing to the beach or one of the many rivers that grace the mountainside city. It is the busiest time of the year for tourism, whose high season run from late November to April.

The natural attractions that make Puerto Vallarta a magical place are three in number: the Sierra Madre Mountains, the rivers that flow down from them, and the Pacific Ocean. These come together in this extraordinary beach resort.

Brenda’s take on this destination – It’s Mexico AND the city has so much more to offer
Nashville Music Weekend

Inclusions: 5 days Motor coach travel, 4 night’s hotel with Breakfast & Inclusions

Enjoy your long weekend – get picked up in Simcoe County and leave the driving to the experts! Travel through the US with a stop in Dayton, Ohio your first night, 2 nights in Nashville and last night in Middletown, Ohio on way the home.

While in Nashville enjoy sightseeing, a night at the Grand Ole Opry, Studio tour, admission to the Johnny Cash Museum and free time to explore.

Brenda’s take on this destination – What a great way to travel!

Or

Halifax, Nova Scotia

Inclusions: Air + 5 night’s hotel with car rental

For a city with more pubs and clubs per capita than almost any city in Canada, it’s fitting that the most famous brew master was also the mayor - Three times. Alexander Keith’s original 1820 brewery welcomes visitors with costumed guides, stories and, of course, good ale.

Walk from Keith’s to the boardwalk that follows the water’s edge of the world’s second largest ice-free harbour. Stretching from Pier 21 – the gateway into Canada for one million immigrants – to Casino Nova Scotia, you’ll pass unique shops, restaurants, and in the warmer months, graceful tall ships. Take the ferry across the harbour to the Dartmouth side which is filled with more locally-owned cafes, restaurants, and bars.

Sights to be seen include – Halifax Citadel National Historic site, visit fisherman’s cove, a 200 year old restored fishing village, the Maritime Museum, the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia are just a few.

Brenda’s take on this destination – Everyone should experience our East Coast!
Jamaica

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers**

The Island of happy days, vivid nights and dreams that come true! Paradise in Jamaica can be whatever you want it to be – lose yourself in the adventure and take it all in. Get back to nature in the magic of the rainforests, which seem to be as alive as any of the tropical animals that live there. Take your loved ones to hike the Blue Mountains and look at the world through new eyes. Meet the friendly people, try the food and watch the sunset over the Caribbean Sea to the sound of slow reggae rhythms and good times.

Miles of untouched coastline, cascading waterfalls and natural mineral baths make Jamaica the magical place to explore or enjoy one of the 12 golf courses.

Brenda’s take on this destination – Chances are if you go, you will go back!

Or

Cayo Coco, Cuba

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers**

Cayo Coco is an island in central Cuba, known for its all-inclusive resorts and pristine beaches. It lies within the Ciego de Ávila Province and is part of a chain of islands called Jardines del Rey ("the King's Gardens"). The cay is administered by the Morón municipality. It has a surface area of 370 km² and is named after the white ibis, locally called Coco (coconut) birds.

The causeway linking Cayo Coco to the mainland is 27 km (17 mi) long and runs across Perros Bay (Bahia de Perros). It was built in 16 months and 3 million cubic meters of stone were needed to build it. The construction caused concern among environmentalists as the causeway disturbed the tidal flow and thus the life-cycle of waterlife. Despite fears, wild flamingos still live in the shallow waters and can often be seen from the causeway although not as often as before the construction. A number of gaps were subsequently created in the causeway to restore water flow. Cayo Coco is linked by short causeways to Cayo Guillermo to the west and to Cayo Romano to the east.

The island is known for its long beaches and many resort hotels.

Brenda’s take on this destination – Relax on a great beach!
Riviera Maya, Mexico

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Riviera Maya offers unlimited excursions to history seekers!

Tulum offers the only archaeological site for swimming - take in a day of amazement interacting with Mexican culture in one of the many theme Parks - Xcaret! Why not snorkel in the largest natural aquarium in the world, or discover the underwater world at the largest coral reef on the northern hemisphere Xel-Ha or go exploring in a Mayan cave like Aktun Chen.

Shopping you say – Playa del Carmen has it all! Why not stroll along La Quinta Avenida and rest at one of the many bars or restaurants to cool off.

Brenda’s take on this destination – I’ve been there and you will want to go back again and again!

Or

Punta Cana, DR

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

The Dominican Republic lies about 800 miles/1,280 kilometers southeast of Miami and is bordered in the Greater Antilles chain by Cuba to the West, and Puerto Rico to the East.

The island of Hispaniola, which the Dominican Republic shares with Haiti, totals some 48,482 square miles/126,053 square kilometers, making it the second-largest island in the Caribbean. It has the fastest growing tourist destination in the Caribbean and it is a popular holiday destination for people from all over the world. Punta Cana boasts more than 50 hotels and 30,000 hotel rooms spread across 40 kilometers of the East Coast’s beautiful white sand beaches, making it the single largest tourist destination in the Caribbean. It is also the largest single destination for golf.

Brenda’s take on this destination – an ideal location for groups- weddings & family gatherings
Rotary Club of Collingwood
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**NOVEMBER**

**Playa Blanca, Panama**

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers**

Approximately a two hour’s drive west of Panama City along the Pacific Coast, you will find the several miles of beaches referred to as Playa Blanca and the village of Farallon. Visitors to Panama have a great choice of lodging options; from smart all-inclusive resorts such as the Playa Blanca Resort, or the deluxe beach community of Buenaventura. Playa Blanca beach is easily reached from the Panamericana Highway after passing smaller destinations and beaches such as Coronado, San Carlos and Santa Clara.

Travelers can also drive within one hour to visit the mountain village of El Valle, situated in an extinct, prehistoric volcanic crater. El Valle is a very fertile valley filled with bright flowers, lots of trees and various species of animals including the golden frog.

Playa Blanca is clean and safe to swim and the area is great to enjoy the warm and peaceful waters of the Pacific Ocean. Other activities along the beach along Playa Blanca include hiking, sailing, kayaking, golf, horseback riding, jet skis, beach volleyball and much more boating and fishing.

Brenda’s take on this destination – You should visit at least once – I did!

**Or**

**Holguín, Cuba**

**Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers**

Holguín is a municipality and city, and the capital of the Cuban Province of Holguín. It also includes a tourist area, offering beach resorts in the outskirts of the region. It was founded as San Isidoro de Holguín in 1545, and it is named after its founder Captain García Holguín, a Spanish military officer. Prior to 1976, Holguín was located in the province of Oriente.

Holguín beach is one of the most beautiful beaches in the in Cuba and Caribbean!

There are more than 50 beaches spanning over 40 km of Holguín coastline. The water is crystal clear and turquoise and beach sand is white and soft.

Brenda’s take on this destination – Been there & would love to send you!
Cayo Santa María, Cuba

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, 4 star all-inclusive resort with airport transfers

Cayo Santa Maria is an island off Cuba's north central coast in the Jardines del Rey archipelago. The island is linked by road and bridge to the town of Caibarién on the main island. Cayo Santa Maria is well known for its pristine white sand beaches.

The island is linked to the mainland near Caibarién by a 48 km causeway constructed between 1989 and 1999 by Campaña de Las Villas. The island is administered as part of Caibarién, a municipality of Villa Clara Province.

Sun, Sand and wonderful beaches, so if you are looking for a very relaxed week away - you will have arrived at the right destination!

Brenda’s take on this destination – leave your wallet at home, you probably won’t leave the beach!!

Or

Puerto Plata, DR

Inclusions: Air, 7 nights, all-inclusive 4 star resort & airport transfers

Puerto Plata, is the capital of the Dominican province of Puerto Plata, and is the eighth largest city in the country. Puerto Plata serves as one of the most important trading ports of the Dominican Republic.

The area surrounding Loma Isabel de Torres has been declared a National Monument with an area that covers approximately 20 km². At the summit, there is a tropical botanical garden covering about 7 acres (28,000 m²), featuring 600 varieties of tropical plants. The only aerial tramway in the Caribbean is located in Puerto Plata. With it, one can ride up to Pico Isabel de Torres, a 793 meter high mountain within the city.

Puerto Plata has a tropical climate, with average temperatures of 28C

Brenda’s take on this destination – the original DR destination!
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